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ABSTRACT

In the thermal dark matter (DM) paradigm, primordial interactions between DM and Standard Model particles are responsible for the observed DM relic density. In Bœhm et al., we
showed that weak-strength interactions between DM and radiation (photons or neutrinos) can
erase small-scale density fluctuations, leading to a suppression of the matter power spectrum
compared to the collisionless cold DM (CDM) model. This results in fewer DM subhaloes
within Milky Way-like DM haloes, implying a reduction in the abundance of satellite galaxies.
Here we use very high-resolution N-body simulations to measure the dynamics of these subhaloes. We find that when interactions are included, the largest subhaloes are less concentrated
than their counterparts in the collisionless CDM model and have rotation curves that match
observational data, providing a new solution to the ‘too big to fail’ problem.
Key words: astroparticle physics – galaxies: haloes – Local Group – dark matter – large-scale
structure of Universe.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
The cold dark matter (CDM) model has been remarkably successful
at explaining measurements of the cosmic microwave background
radiation and the large-scale structure of the Universe. However,
in its simplest form, the model faces challenges on small scales;
the most pressing of which are the ‘missing satellite’ (Klypin et al.
1999; Moore et al. 1999) and ‘too big to fail’ (Boylan-Kolchin,
Bullock & Kaplinghat 2011) problems. These discrepancies may
indicate the need to consider a richer physics phenomenology in the
dark sector, although they were first stated without the inclusion of
baryonic physics.
The ‘missing satellite’ problem refers to the overabundance of
dark matter (DM) subhaloes in Milky Way (MW)-like DM haloes,
compared to the observed number of MW satellite galaxies. This
comparison between theory and observation requires a connection
to be made between subhaloes and galaxies; in the absence of a
good model for galaxy formation, this is most readily done using the
halo circular velocity. Subsequent simulations, that have taken into
account baryonic physics, suggest that a reduction in the efficiency
of galaxy formation in low-mass DM haloes results in many of the
excess subhaloes containing either no galaxy at all or a galaxy that
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is too faint to be observed (Benson et al. 2002; Somerville 2002;
Sawala et al. 2014, 2015).
As the resolution of N-body simulations continued to improve,
the ‘too big to fail’ problem emerged (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2011).
This concerns the largest subhaloes, which should be sufficiently
massive that their ability to form a galaxy is not hampered by heating
of the intergalactic medium by photoionizing photons or heating of
the interstellar medium by supernovae. Simulations of vanilla CDM
showed that the largest subhaloes are more massive and denser
than is inferred from measurements of the MW satellite rotation
curves.
The severity of the small-scale problems can be reduced if one
considers the mass of the MW, which impacts the selection of MWlike haloes in the simulations but remains difficult to determine
(Wang et al. 2012; Cautun et al. 2014; Piffl et al. 2014; Wang et al.
2015). A range of alternatives to vanilla CDM have also been proposed, e.g. warm DM (Schaeffer & Silk 1988), interacting DM
(Bœhm, Fayet & Schaeffer 2001; Bœhm & Schaeffer 2005; CyrRacine & Sigurdson 2013; Chu & Dasgupta 2014), self-interacting
DM (Spergel & Steinhardt 2000; Rocha et al. 2013; Buckley et al.
2014; Vogelsberger et al. 2014), decaying DM (Wang et al. 2014)
and late-forming DM (Agarwal et al. 2015). These ‘beyond CDM’
models generally exhibit a cut-off in the linear matter power spectrum at small scales (high wavenumbers) that translates into a reduced number of low-mass DM haloes compared to collisionless
CDM at late times.
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Most numerical efforts so far to check whether such models could
solve the small-scale problems have focused on either warm DM or
self-interacting DM. However, some works have studied the impact
of DM scattering elastically with Standard Model particles in the
early Universe; for example, with photons (γ CDM) (Bœhm et al.
2001; Bœhm et al. 2002; Sigurdson et al. 2004; Bœhm & Schaeffer
2005; Dolgov et al. 2013; Wilkinson, Bœhm & Lesgourgues 2014a),
neutrinos (νCDM) (Bœhm et al. 2001; Bœhm et al. 2002; Bœhm &
Schaeffer 2005; Mangano et al. 2006; Serra et al. 2010; Wilkinson,
Bœhm & Lesgourgues 2014b; Escudero et al. 2015) and baryons
(Chen, Hannestad & Scherrer 2002; Aviles & Cervantes-Cota 2011;
Dvorkin, Blum & Kamionkowski 2014).
Such elastic scattering processes are intimately related to the DM
annihilation mechanism in the early Universe and are thus directly
connected to the DM relic abundance in scenarios where DM is
a thermal weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP). Therefore,
rather than being viewed as exotica, interactions between DM and
Standard Model particles should be considered as a more realistic
realization of the CDM model. Indeed, instead of assuming that
CDM has no interactions beyond gravity, one can actually test this
assumption by determining their impact on the linear matter power
spectrum and ruling out values of the cross-section that are in contradiction with observations. However, it should be noted that the
strength of the scattering and annihilation cross-sections can differ
by several orders of magnitude, depending on the particle physics
model.
The γ CDM and νCDM scenarios are characterized by the collisional damping of primordial fluctuations, which can lead to a suppression of small-scale power at late times. The collisional damping
scale is determined by a single model-independent parameter: the
ratio of the scattering cross-section to the DM mass. The larger the
ratio, the larger the suppression of the matter power spectrum. For
simplicity, we assume that the scattering cross-section is constant
(i.e. temperature-independent), bearing in mind that temperature
dependence would give rise to the same effect but with a different value of the cross-section today (Wilkinson et al. 2014a,b). In
Bœhm et al. (2014), we confirmed that such models can provide
an alternative solution to the missing satellite problem in the MW.
Here we show that interacting DM could also solve the too big to
fail problem.1
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe
the setup of the N-body simulations that we use to study small
structures. In Section 3, we investigate whether interacting DM
can alleviate the too big to fail problem, using MW observations.
Finally, we give our conclusions in Section 4.
2 S I M U L AT I O N S
While the CDM matter power spectrum predicts the existence of
structures at all scales [down to earth mass haloes (Diemand, Moore
& Stadel 2005; Springel et al. 2008; Angulo & White 2010)], interacting DM models predict a suppression of power below a characteristic damping scale that is determined by the ratio of the DM
interaction cross-section to the DM mass (Bœhm et al. 2002). For
allowed γ CDM and νCDM models (Bœhm et al. 2014), the sup-

1 Recently, it was also demonstrated that one can simultaneously alleviate
the small-scale problems of CDM by including interactions between DM and
dark radiation on the linear matter power spectrum and DM self-interactions
during non-linear structure formation (Cyr-Racine et al. 2015; Vogelsberger
et al. 2016).
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pression occurs for haloes with masses below 108 –109 M . Therefore, to study the distribution and properties of structures beyond
the linear regime, it is essential to carry out high-resolution N-body
simulations.
To reach the resolution required to model the dynamics of DM
subhaloes within MW-mass DM haloes, we first identify Local
Group (LG) candidates in an N-body simulation of a large cosmological volume, and then re-simulate the region containing these
haloes at much higher mass resolution in a ‘zoom’ re-simulation.
We use the DOVE cosmological simulation to identify haloes for
re-simulation (the criteria used to select the haloes are listed below;
Sawala et al. 2016a) . The DOVE simulation follows the hierarchical clustering of the mass within a periodic cube of side length
100 Mpc, using particles of mass 8.8 × 106 M and assuming a
Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe 7 (WMAP7) cosmology.
Following the APOSTLE project (Fattahi et al. 2016), which also
uses the DOVE CDM simulation to identify LG candidates for study
at higher resolution, we impose the following three criteria to select
candidates for re-simulation.
(i) Mass: there should be a pair of MW and Andromeda mass
host haloes, with masses in the range (0.5–2.5) × 1012 M .
(ii) Environment: there should be no other large structures
nearby, i.e. an environment with an unperturbed Hubble flow out to
4 Mpc.
(iii) Dynamics: the separation between the two haloes should be
800 ± 200 kpc, with relative radial and tangential velocities below
250 km s−1 and 100 km s−1 , respectively.
These criteria are more restrictive than those employed in our earlier
work on the structure of haloes (Schewtschenko et al. 2015) as they
also take into account the internal kinematics of the LG. We obtain
four LG candidates and therefore, eight MW-like haloes. If we
assume that the gravitational interaction between the LG haloes is
limited, the mass, environment and dynamics2 of the haloes would
not be significantly different if we had run a γ CDM or νCDM
version of the DOVE simulation.
We perform re-simulations with the P-GADGET3 N-body simulation
code (Springel 2005) assuming the γ CDM model, bearing in mind
that the results for νCDM would be very similar (see Schewtschenko
et al. 2015). We use the same cosmology (WMAP7),3 random
phases and second-order LPT method (Jenkins 2010) as Sawala
et al. (2016a). We re-simulate the four LG candidates with a particle mass mpart = 7.2 × 105 M and a co-moving softening length
lsoft = 216 pc. This corresponds to a mass resolution that is intermediate between levels 4 and 5 in the Aquarius simulations of
Springel et al. (2008) (level 1 being the highest resolution). We also
re-simulate the two host haloes in one of our LG Candidates (AP7/AP-8) at an even higher resolution (mpart = 6 × 104 M , lsoft =
94 pc; which is comparable to Aquarius level 3). These simulations
(denoted with the suffix -HR) are used to confirm that our results

2

The formation process of structures is slightly delayed by the presence
of DM interactions. Therefore, both the separation and the relative velocities may actually lie outside the bound set by the ‘Dynamics’ criterion
as the haloes are at a different point in their orbit around each other for
γ CDM. However, as long as this delay between CDM and γ CDM is not too
large, we essentially have the same dynamical system in both cases and the
substructures within the host haloes will be unaffected.
3 The fact that we are using the older WMAP7 cosmology instead of the
most recent data is not a concern since we are only interested in the effects
of DM interactions on a selected local environment.
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Figure 1. The centre panel shows a projection of the DM distribution in the full (100 Mpc)3 DOVE simulation box, where the circles denote the four regions
(with radii 1 h−1 Mpc) that are used for the ‘zoom’ re-simulations. To the left and right, each of the four Local Group candidates is rendered with the projected
density encoded as brightness, where the colour scheme represents the local velocity dispersion from low (violet) to high (yellow/white). Each of these four
panels is split in half with the upper and lower halves corresponding to CDM and γ CDM with σ DM−γ = 2 × 10−9 σ Th (mDM /GeV), respectively. The MW-like
host haloes are labelled with the identifiers listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Key properties of the MW-like haloes in the zoom re-simulations
(Section 2). The first column specifies the APOSTLE identifier (ID) for each
MW-like halo, while the second and third columns list the virial mass, Mvir ,
and maximum circular velocity, Vmax , respectively (for CDM). The fourth
column lists the different DM–photon interaction cross-sections, σ DM−γ ,
used in the zoom re-simulations for each LG candidate, where σ Th is the
Thomson cross-section and σ DM−γ = 0 corresponds to CDM.
ID

Mvir
(1012 M )

Vmax
(km s−1 )

σ DM−γ
(σ Th (mDM /GeV))

AP-1
AP-2

1.916
1.273

200.3
151.5

0, 2 × 10−9

AP-3
AP-4

0.987
0.991

157.9
163.0

0, 2 × 10−9

AP-5
AP-6

2.010
1.934

167.5
165.1

0, 2 × 10−9

AP-7
AP-8

1.716
1.558

163.7
193.3

0, 10−10 , 10−9 ,
2 × 10−9 , 10−8

that the DM–photon interaction cross-section value of σ DM−γ =
2 × 10−9 σ Th (mDM /GeV) was shown to solve the missing satellite
problem in Bœhm et al. (2014), in the absence of baryonic physics
effects.
Fig. 1 shows the projected matter density in the DOVE simulation
box (Sawala et al. 2016a) (central panel) along with renderings of
the four LG candidates from the re-simulations. The eight MW-like
haloes are listed in Table 1 with their respective properties for CDM.
Halo properties for γ CDM vary only slightly (within a few per cent)
from those in CDM for the cross-sections considered here.
3 R E S U LT S

have converged4 and allow us to obtain more reliable predictions
for the innermost parts of the halo. Substructures within the host
haloes are located using the AMIGA halo finder (Knollmann & Knebe
2009).
We run re-simulations for zero interaction cross-section, which
corresponds to collisionless CDM, and for a selection of DM–
photon interaction cross-sections, as listed in Table 1. We note

We now explore the too big to fail problem and show how the theoretical predictions and observations can be reconciled by including
DM interactions beyond gravity.
The too big to fail problem is illustrated in the top panel of
Fig. 2. Here the rotation curves of the 11 most massive subhaloes5
in the CDM re-simulation of the halo AP-7-HR clearly lie above
the measurements for the ‘classical’ dwarf spheroidal satellites in
the MW taken from Wolf et al. (2010). In general, one can see that
the largest subhaloes in CDM simulations have a higher circular
velocity, Vcirc , and therefore more enclosed (dark) matter, than is
observed for a given radius.
In the case of γ CDM, the rotation curves of the most massive
satellites are shifted to lower circular velocities, indicating that there
is less (dark) matter enclosed within a given radius. Alternatively,

4 While the properties of some small subhaloes may vary from one resolution
level to another (due to minor changes in their formation and accretion
histories), the overall scatter for all subhaloes remains the same and thus
can be considered to have converged.

5 We have included three more simulated subhaloes than the observed number of dwarf satellites as the most massive subhaloes are considered statistical outliers like the Magellanic clouds, which have been omitted in this
study.
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Figure 3. The Vmax versus Rmax results for a range of DM–photon interaction cross-sections using the AP-7 and AP-8 haloes. As in Fig. 2, the hatched
region marks the 2σ confidence interval for the observed MW satellites, following the methodology of Klypin et al. (1999).

Figure 2. Top: the circular velocity, Vcirc , versus radius, r, for the 11 most
massive subhaloes in AP-7-HR for CDM (grey lines) and for γ CDM with
σ DM−γ = 2 × 10−9 σ Th (mDM /GeV) (red lines). The dashed lines indicate
where Vcirc can still be measured from the simulation but convergence cannot be guaranteed, according to the criteria set out by Power et al. (2003).
The data points correspond to the observed MW satellites with 1σ error bars (Wolf et al. 2010). Bottom: the Vmax versus Rmax results for all
eight MW-like haloes, with the same scattering cross-sections as in the top
panel. The hatched region marks the 2σ confidence interval for the observed MW satellites. Vmax is derived from the observed stellar
√line-of-sight
velocity dispersion, σ  , using the assumption that Vmax = 3σ (Klypin
et al. 1999).

one can interpret this as a lower central density or concentration for
the haloes in γ CDM, as seen in Schewtschenko et al. (2015).
The circular velocity profiles shown in the top panel of Fig. 2
are plotted using different line styles. The transition occurs at the
scale determined by the convergence criteria devised by Power et al.
(2003). At smaller radii (dashed lines), the velocity profiles are not
guaranteed to have converged. However, the key point here is that
the CDM and γ CDM re-simulations have the same resolution and
yet show a clear difference at all radii plotted, with a shift to lower
circular velocities for the haloes in γ CDM.
The bottom panel of Fig. 2 presents a related view of the too
big to fail problem; this time showing the peak velocity in the rotation curve, Vmax , and the radius at which this occurs, Rmax . The
hatched region indicates the 2σ range inferred for the observed MW
satellites, assuming that these are DM-dominated and fitting NFW
profiles (Navarro, Frenk & White 1997) to the rotation curve measurements. We allow the halo concentration parameter to vary, following the same technique and assumptions as described in Klypin
et al. (1999).6
Again, the collisionless CDM model predicts satellites that lie
outside the 2σ range compatible with observations. Additionally,
for CDM, there are many more subhaloes within the range of Vmax –
Rmax plotted than there are observed satellites. The abundance of
massive, concentrated subhaloes varies depending on the mass and
formation history of the host halo; however, for all the MW-like
candidates studied, CDM exhibits a too big to fail problem, which
is reduced in the case of γ CDM.
In Fig. 3, we present the results for AP-7 and AP-8 to show the
impact of varying the DM–photon interaction cross-section. As the
cross-section is increased, the predicted Vmax values fall and shift
6 A plot with the confidence bands for each of the MW satellites can be
found in the provided online material and the augmented content of this
paper.
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to larger Rmax . This brings the model predictions well within the
region compatible with the observational results and also reduces
the number of satellites with such rotation curves. Therefore, one
can clearly see that interacting DM can alleviate the too big to fail
problem for a cross-section σ DM−γ  10−9 σ Th (mDM /GeV) that also
solves the missing satellite problem (Bœhm et al. 2014).
4 CONCLUSION
There are a multitude of solutions proposed to overcome the smallscale ‘failures’ of CDM; namely, the ‘missing satellite’ and ‘too
big to fail’ problems. Within the collisionless CDM model, these
explanations fall into two camps: (i) invoking baryonic physics to
reduce the efficiency of galaxy formation in low-mass DM haloes
(Sawala et al. 2016a,b), and (ii) exploiting the uncertainty in the
mass of the MW DM halo (Wang et al. 2012). Both problems can
be diminished using one or both of the above.
Solutions in which the properties of the DM are varied have also
been explored. Lovell et al. (2014) showed that replacing CDM by
a warm DM particle of mass 1.5 keV leads to a reduced abundance
of subhaloes in MW-like haloes, and massive subhaloes that are
less concentrated than their CDM counterparts, matching observations of the internal dynamics of the MW satellites. Vogelsberger
et al. (2014) investigated the impact of self-interacting DM on the
properties of satellite galaxies, finding little change in the global
properties of the galaxies but variation in their structure.
Here, we have investigated the impact of interactions between
DM and radiation on the structure of the MW satellites. Such interactions are well motivated and may have helped to set the abundance
of DM inferred in the Universe today (Bœhm & Fayet 2004; Peter
2012); sometimes called the WIMP miracle. As well as its physical
basis, this model has the attraction that it is as simple to simulate as
CDM. The interactions took place in the early Universe when the
densities of DM and radiation were much higher, and are negligible
over the time period covered by the simulation. The DM particles
are still cold, so there are no issues relating to particle velocity distributions, as would arise in high-resolution simulations of warm
DM, particularly for lighter candidates. The only change compared
to a CDM simulation is the modification to the matter power spectrum in linear perturbation theory; the DM–radiation interactions
result in a damping of the matter power spectrum on small scales.
We have used high-resolution N-body simulations of DM haloes,
which have passed a set of LG selection criteria, to show the impact
of DM–radiation interactions on the structure of massive subhaloes.
Increasing the interaction cross-section reduces the mass enclosed
within a given radius in the subhaloes, compared to their CDM
counterparts, as suggested by our results for a wider population
of DM haloes (Schewtschenko et al. 2015). When combined with
our earlier work showing that stronger interactions also lead to a
reduction in the number of MW subhaloes (Bœhm et al. 2014),
we find that a model with an elastic scattering cross-section of
10−9 σ Th (mDM /GeV) can solve both of these small-scale problems
of CDM. The next step will be to include baryonic physics. This
will not alter the qualitative conclusions of our papers, but will relax
the constraints on the DM–radiation scattering cross-section.
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